Fall 2021 Path Classes via Webinar
My Path to Joy
Sep 21st – 7:00 PM EST
Price $55 + tools
•
My Path to Joy book
purchase on Amazon
•
wild orange & lemon
essential oils
•
Clear quartz crystal point
•
432 Hz Tuning Fork –
purchase on Amazon
Muscle testing will be taught
Mystical Kitten Tarot
Oct 19th – 7:00 PM EST
Price $55 + tools
•
Mystical Kitten Tarot deck
and guide book (purchase
through Path Office)
•
Crystal Earth Tuner 4096
Hz – purchase on Amazon
•
Essential oils: clove,
ginger, peppermint, lemon,
juniper berry, geranium,
lavender, wild orange

Genesis
Nov 16th – 7:00 PM EST
Price $55 + tools
•
Spirit Animal card deck
(purchase on Amazon)
•
Spinel & 2 Rose quartz
crystals (Path office can
supply)
•
Print-outs to be supplied
Muscle testing will be taught
The Wonder – Angelic
Healing
Dec 14th – 7:00 PM EST

The Path to Heal is a healing modality, which removes all blocks to choosing
joy, leading to an abundance of health, wealth and happiness. Up until now, to
receive help through the dimensions of The Path to Heal, one would need to
visit a Path practitioner. Practitioners would walk the client through the
dimensions using their guidance bringing the client to the understanding of
blocks.
My Path to Joy book is set up so that you have the opportunity to discover
your blocks to joy on your own. By using these protocols, you trust your own
guidance to lead you through a process similar to what a Path practitioner
would do. As you proceed through these protocols, you release the shame
and guilt that is obstructing your ability to choose happiness and be joyfully
well.
This deck is the healer’s deck because cat energy helps us read into our
client’s souls and share the truths that they are seeking. When uncovering
these truths, this deck also provides the energetic medicine needed to gain the
courage to release coping mechanisms that seemed imperative for survival,
but are now simply creating restriction and pain. Once released, our clients
discover their gifts, talents and love.
Tarot is a divination tool originating during the Italian renaissance and then
popularized by the French. Tarot recognizes the dark and fearful qualities of
our nature, while helping us choose light. Mystical Kitten Tarot uses
completely positive and loving cat images and messaging. This deck follows
the format of traditional tarot decks.
A protocol and card spreads will be shared to help guide the tarot reading
process.
Genesis is a complete healing system that can be used daily to release
negative circumstances by getting to the genesis of dis-ease by discovering
the psycho-spiritual root. It mimics the philosophy and healing power of the
rest of The Path to Heal yet also incorporates shamanism and animal spirit
guides. This course is the foundational dimension of The Path to Heal.

The Wonder Intro version is a very special dimension of The Path to Heal, I
am now teaching an introductory version to new students. The Wonder calls in
our angels to provide high vibrational chakra alignment with emotional release
leading to radiant pure joy.

Price $55 + tools
In the past, this technique has only been taught to advanced Path
•
Pendulum, tourmaline,
crystal point, rose essential practitioners, however, with this new Intro version, the healing energy of The
Wonder is now accessible. Can’t wait to share it with you!
oil
•
Ownership of a few oracle
card decks – your choice
•
432 Hz Tuning Fork –
purchase on Amazon
Additional notes: You can also sign up for all 4 of the classes at one time for a 10% discount. The Path office can
ship you many of these products. The tools can be sent out in one package to save on shipping costs.

